
                         WOULD LIKE/LIKE
                  affermative, interrogative, negative           
     communicative function, phrases and vocabulary                 



       Would like                               Like

• We use it to indicate what we would 
like to do and not, to make proposals 
or invitations. In Italian it corresponds 
to the conditional mode (vorrei, 
vorresti, vorrebbe,vorremmo, 
vorreste, vorrebbero), would is usually 
accompanied by the verb to like. In 
the daily actions we use this 
expression at the restaurant:                                                
- I would like chicken curry  (per ordinare)                    
- I would like the bill, please ( chidere il conto)                   
- I would like a table outside ( chiedere la 

posizione del tavolo)     

• Like expresses tasted, emotions, 
personality preference and can be 
followed by a noun, a pronoun or a 
verb with the ing-form. Like in Italian 
corresponds to the verb «piacere».      
We can also use adverbs of frequency: 
- I really like it   (mi piace veramente)                                         
- I quite like it    (mi piace abbastanza)

• At the third person it add -s

• Like indicates a preference in general 
with would indicates a desire 
expressed at the moment.



Three forms of Would Like

Affermative                            Negative
I would like                                      I would not like    

You would like                                 You would not like                     

He/She/It would like                      He/She/It would not like

We would like                                  We would not like

You would like                                 You would not like

They would like                               They would not like

Contracted form: ‘d                        Contracted form: wouldn’t

Example: I would like snack.        We would not like pizza with onions.

 Interrogative
   Would I like?

   Would you like?

   Would he/she/it like?

   Would we like?

   Would you like?

   Would they like?

 What+would+sogg+like? (che cosa..?)

   Would you like still water?



Three forms of Like

Affermative                             Negative
I like                                                    I do not like

You like                                               You do not like

He/She/It  likes                                 He/She/It does not like

We like                                                We do not like

You like                                               You do not like

They like                                             They do not like

Subject+like/s                                    Subject+do/es+like                   

                                                             Concracted  form: do/esn’t like   

Exemple: She likes fish and chips.  You don’t like  eggs with bacon.   

Interrogative 
Do I like  ?

Do you like  ?

Does he/she/it like  ?

Do we like  ?

Do you like  ?

Do they like  ?

Do/es+subject+like  ?

Does he like vegetables?


